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As young readers help Little Pim the panda find objects, they learn the Spanish and French words

for the objects and for the number of the objects.
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Not as good as the DVDs. They do not have much text to read to your little one. The pull out tabs

are a good idea, but difficult to manage around a baby grabbing all sorts of things. I am keeping

them only because I do not want to go through the trouble of returning them. I do regret purchasing

the books.

Book cover suggests story is in three languages, but that is incredibly deceptive. In fact, the story is

entirely in English and just has a few keywords (nouns) in Spanish and French under the flaps. Very

frustrating! This is not a great purchase for anyone seeking a story that can be read in any of the

three listed languages. For people seeking the same story in English, French, and Spanish in a

single book for very young children, instead purchase the two touch-and-feel books by AmÃ©lie

Graux, ("I Love to Eat" and "I Love to Sleep"). I wish there were more in that series, since truly

trilingual story books are apparently very hard to come by.



My son really loves this book and it is really well made. The reason I gave it four stars instead of five

is that I reeeaaally do not like that the corners on this book are sharp. I didn't even notice until we

purchased this book that most board books have rounded edges, and this is especially important

when you have little kids throwing them around or excitedly pushing them in your face to read. It

may sound petty, but I just really wish they would change this.

My son loves the Little Pim books. Although he likes it, this one is probably MY least favorite as

there's not much of a storyline as in the other books. It seems as though the sandwich ingredients &

kitchen items were very random--not common items a young child would use.

I'm obsessed with this book - it's so fun. My two year old niece loves lifting the flaps and finding

answers to the questions. She's started to say the French and Spanish vocabulary with me, too! I

know a little Spanish, but I've always struggled with French, so I like that all of the foreign language

words have a pronunciation guide underneath them. This way I'm still able to say the words

correctly and help my niece as she learns. I hope to purchase the Little Pim French DVDs for her

birthday so we can continue learning French together!
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